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Cleaning products 
that are kind to our 
planet

SUSTAINABLE
CLEANING RANGE



The cleaning industry provides essential 
services to keep places spotless and 
germ-free the world over. That’s why it’s 
increasingly important we do this in a way 
that reduces any impact on the planet – 
by using less plastic, less chemicals and 
more eco-effective solutions.

Cloths made from 
recycled clothing

Mop made from cotton 
waste

FSC-certified brushware Chemical-free cleaning Products made from 
recycled plastic

TAKING A TRADITIONAL APPROACH 
TO SUSTAINABLE CLEANING
As a business, it’s not just product innovation where we are looking to improve the 
sustainability of our products. We’ve also set our sights on our core offering of traditional 
cleaning products such as mops, brooms and cloths – products that are used day-in-day-
out and which aren’t often associated with being typically green.

Whether you’re looking to make small changes to your everyday cleaning processes with 
sustainably-sourced and manufactured traditional products, or you’re considering an 
overhaul of your cleaning system with innovation such as Toucan Eco, it’s important we 
make a change in the right direction.

The products listed in this catalogue use recycled or recyclable materials, made in the UK 
to reduce transportation, or reduce water, chemical or plastic waste. Here’s how we’ve 
made everyday products more sustainable:
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Exel® microfibre 
cloth tests prove 
low microplastic 
shedding
We’ve all heard about the growing concern around 
oceans polluted with plastic waste - War on Plastic’s 
Hugh Fearnley Whittingstall vividly showed how the 
equivalent of a truckload of plastic waste is dumped 
into the world’s oceans every minute.
Trials carried out have indicated that microfibre consistently 
outperform traditional cloths in terms of their ability to remove dirt, 
grease and bacteria from a variety of surfaces, making them an 
excellent product for both commercial and domestic cleaning. They 
also reduce the need for synthetic and potentially harmless cleaning 
chemicals.

You can use them dry when dusting and the fibres create static, which 
attracts dust leaving a dust-free finish. When cleaning, wet with water 
and ring out thoroughly, then the fibre’s capillary action helps scrape 
the surface, lifting and capturing dirt and bacteria.

But are they harmful to the environment?

We wanted to make sure that the microfibre used in our leading cloth, 
the Exel microfibre cloth, minimised any harmful effects on the planet 
and didn’t outweigh the positives of using less chemicals.

To do this we sent samples to an independent laboratory in Germany 
that specialises in testing the shedding of microfibre laundry 
conditions. Here they simulated 100 washes at 50oC and measured the 
filtration of shredded microplastics after each cycle. This is based on 
what they call the MLC Index, which is the amount of microparticle loss 
per cleaning cycle of one square metre of textile.

The lab then rates its findings much in the same way as the energy 
efficiency rating method used for electronic products and light bulbs, 
but with an A rating meaning low emission, B medium emission and C 
high emission.

We’re really pleased when the test results came back with Exel® being 
awarded an A, placing it firmly in the low emission band. This means 
the cloth is proven to shed less than many products.
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Ecofibre Microfibre Cloth
The Ecofibre cloth has the cleaning power of microfibre with 
55% of each cloth made from recycled plastic bottles. Five cloths 
packed in a presentable box which is made from recycled and 
recyclable card. 

104801 40x40cm 20x5pk

Recycled 
plastic

2 Recycled 
bottles

Eco 
friendly

microfibre
cleaning

Ecofibre Scourer 
The Ecofibre scourer is a recycled, non-scratch scouring pad for 
tough, eco-friendly cleaning that’s made using 40% plant fibre and 
nut shells, and 15% recycled polyester.

104812 22x15cm 20x10pk

Ecofibres Burnt 
on food

Non 
scratch

Ecofibre range
New microfibre cloth and scourer made from eco-friendly fibres.

SURFACE LEVEL CLEANING
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Bleached Dishcloth 
Circular-knitted traditional and everyday 
dishcloth which is strong and absorbent 
for general cleaning. The dishcloth is made 
in the UK from 100% recycled material and 
is available with colour coded edging.

100324 40x30cm 50x10pk

ReusableMade in
the UK

Recycled
fibres

100%

SURFACE LEVEL CLEANING

What should we consider when deciding to use microfibre cloths to clean?
• Make sure they are low linting and short pile to reduce shedding. This also means they’re less likely to leave fluffy 

deposits while you clean on high gloss surfaces such as metal and mirrors.

• Microfibre requires less water and chemicals making it cost effective and beneficial to the environment.

• It absorbs around seven times its own weight in liquid, which is perfect for cleaning up spills.

• They are easy to clean, quick to dry and can be washed many times over.

• Though microfibre doesn’t kill bacteria, it effectively lifts and removes 99.9% of anything that is on a surface.

750ml Recycled Spray 
Bottles
A 750ml 98% recycled and recyclable r-HDPE eco-friendly 
spray bottle made in the UK out of plastic waste, so it removes 
disposable plastic from the UK’s plastic waste economy and 
takes less energy to manufacture than virgin plastic. It features 
a visible strip to view the liquid level. Total 55% recycled 
content with spray trigger.

104426 750ml 100

Black is Green Squeegee
The Black is Green Squeegee is an eco-friendly option to the Ambi 
Hi-rise squeegee as it is made from up to 75% recycled plastic. 
Used for the easy clean of windows to a streak free shine.  Can be 
used with telescopic poles.

104896 25cm 10 104895 30cm 10
104894 35cm 10
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Recycled plastic Made in
the UK

Eco-friendly Screenprint 
your design

55%

Recycled 
plastic

75%

Window 
cleaning

Microglass® Microfibre Cloth
A professional quality microfibre cloth 
designed as an alternative to chamois or 
scrim for smear-free cleaning of glass and 
stainless-steel surfaces. Now made from 
97% recycled material.

101216 40x40cm 3x10pk

No chemicals
required

ReusableRecycled 
material

97%

Caterers Scourer 
The standard green Caterers Scouring pads are designed to easily 
remove tougher dirt, suitable for use in catering and general 
cleaning. Pads are now made from 100% recycled material.
102446 Standard 23x15cm 50x10pk

Recycled
material

100%

Eco 
friendly

Easy
clean

Exel® Microfibre Cloth
Exel is our most popular knitted microfibre 
cloth, which is ideal for quick and effective 
cleaning. Rated A for microplastic 
shredding efficiency.

101157 40x40cm 200

No chemicals
required

Low 
microplastic 

shedding

Reusable



We are committed to British manufacturing.

Cotton mops made in 
the UK to accredited 
standards

LOW LEVEL CLEANING
Exel® Prairie Mop
Kentucky style mop with Exel fitting attached to avoid user contact 
with soiled mop when changing heads. Made from PY or multi-
yarn in two weights, with colour coded fittings. 

102235 PY 450g 30 102228 Multi 450g 40

PY Exel® Socket Mop
A traditional yarn mop with our Exel push fitting, designed to avoid 
the mop slipping on the handle whilst wringing. Absorbent PY 
yarn is suitable for smoother floor surfaces like laminate or lino 
flooring.

102266 200g 6x10pk

Recycled
fibres

Made in
the UK

Exel® Microfibre Socket Mop 
The microfibre yarn makes it very absorbent and cleans a larger 
floor area faster than traditional mops. The stayflat band increases 
contact with the floor, and the low linting looped microfibre yarn 
prevents tangling.

104411 185g 20

Microfibre
cleaning

No chemicals 
required

Made in
the UK

Big White Exel® Prairie Mop 
A lightweight, high performance Prairie mop made from highly 
absorbent, low-linting, non-woven fabric, with an Exel push fitting 
attached. Ideal for high traffic areas as floors dry faster after 
cleaning. 

102246 247g 40

Made from
waste material

Low lintingMade in
the UK

Highly
absorbent

Recycled
fibres

Made in
the UK

100%

100%

Recycle EnvironmentalRecycled
fibres

Made in
the UK

100%

Refill Mop
Our Refill Mop has a unique, patented reusable mop socket which 
easily and securely clips the mop head into place. Just replace 
refills when necessary to reduce plastic waste and save money. 
Sockets are colour coded plus white.

102214 Big White Refill Mop 85g 10x10pk
104191 PY Refill Mop 160g 10x10pk
104192 Twine Refill Mop 160g 10x10pk
100291 Big White Refill Mop Starter Kit 85g 20
101835  Refill Socket & Clip  20
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Eco Jolly Trolley
A fully practical but functional cart made from 73% recycled 
plastic. It is ideal for housekeeping duties with its generous three 
level shelving, perfect for storing cleaning and replenishment 
sundries. It comes complete with a strong 60 litre vinyl storage 
bag too and glides easily on quiet rubber wheels. Suitable for 
corridor cleaning or larger open spaces such as reception areas.

101272 Jolly Trolley  49x115x98cm 1
101274 Jolly Trolley Vinyl Bag 60L 1
101273 Jolly Trolley Front Wheel 10x10cm 1
101275 Jolly Trolley Rear Wheel 20x20cm 1
104384 Jolly Trolley Lockable 

Box 
28x36x34cm 1

DurableLockable

60l

Capacity Eco-
friendly

Recycled Professional 
Dustpan & Brush
A professional quality dustpan and brush 
set with soft or stiff bristles, made from 
80% recycled tough, hardwearing grey 
plastic. The dustpan has a rubber lip at the 
front for better dirt collection.

104938 Soft Bristles 23x31x10cm 12
104939 Stiff Bristles 23x31x10cm 12

Homeware Broom 
A great value broom head with soft or stiff 
bristles, suitable for use in a domestic or 
professional environment. The soft bristle 
Eco Homeware broom is made from 65% 
recycled content, with 100% recycled grey 
head and colour coded PET bristles.

104956 Soft Eco 28cm 12
104955 Stiff 28cm 12

90L Eco Litter Bin & 50L Eco 
Wall Mounted Litter Bin
A 90L litter bin with hooded lid and plastic 
liner made in the UK out of 100% recycled 
hardwearing polyethylene, and A 50L wall 
or post mounted outdoor litter bin made 
from high-density 60% reclaimed waste 
polyethylene.

104966 Eco Litter Bin 90L 45x45x100cm 1
104967 Fixing Kit 1
105003 Wall Mounted 

Litter Bin
50L 41x28x63cm 1
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42L Recycled Flexi Tub
A 100% recycled, robust and flexible tub that is suitable for both 
indoor and outdoor use. Featuring two handles and made from 
durable recycled LDPE, the bucket style tub is easy to store and 
stackable with others.

104626 42L 50x45x38cm 12

Recycled Great British Bucket & Wringer
The Recycled Great British bucket is made in the UK from 70% 
recycled plastic waste. It features a black, solid compact design, 
wringer with high neck sieve, handle, mop holder and overspill 
holes.

104888 14L 10
104622 14L 10

Recycled
plastic

42 litre
Capacity

42l100%

Rubber Anti-Fatigue & Entrance Mat
A hardwearing rubber mat which is particularly suitable for 
employee protection against hard floors in either wet or dry areas. 
Made from tough 50% recycled NBR rubber with a slip-resistant 
raised surface and drainage holes, it conforms to safety tests and 
is ideal for workplace use. Available in two sizes.

100424 150x90cm 1 100425 120x80cm 1

LOW LEVEL CLEANING
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Deodoscreen Urinal Screen
Scented urinal screens suitable for in any urinal and is available 
in three fragrances, which lasts up to 30 days to help mask 
bathroom odours. The screen also prevents blockages. It is made 
from a minimum of 75% recycled plastic so colours may differ and 
include flecks.

104481 18x18cm 12

Recycled
plastic

Odour
control

Lasts up to
30 days

Made in
the UK

WASHROOM

Loowy
No clogged bristles, no unwanted drips, no painstaking scrubbing! 
Loowy has antibacterial and water-repellent blades with an 
innovative wave shape for cleanliness right up to the edge. It lasts 
many times longer than traditional toilet sets and creates less 
plastic waste.

104508 Loowy 14x17x39cm 1 104506 Loowy Blade 8x37cm 4
104507 Loowy Holder 14x17x15cm 4

Reduces
plastic waste

Water 
repellent

Anti-
bacterial

Durable

Gel Urinal Screen
An anti-splash and fragranced gel urinal screen that eliminates 
unpleasant odours for up to 30-days. Made from an antibacterial 
75% recycled material. Available in apple & cinnamon (pink), citrus 
(orange), ocean (blue) and mango (yellow) fragrances.

104749 17x17cm 10 104748 17x17cm 10x10

BSG AirCare
BSG AirCare air and surface purifier is a chemical-free way to 
destroy odours and germs, improve air quality and reduce organic 
matter both on surfaces and airborne. Using advanced UV light 
technology, it kills airborne respiratory viruses, removes nasty 
odours, and destroys bacteria, fungi, algae and more.

104972 AC10 13x41x9cm 1 104973 AC20 13x41x9cm 1
104974 AC30 13x41x9cm 1

Odour
neutraliser

Air & surface
disinfection

Fast 
acting

No chemicals 
required

Oxygen-Pro Air Freshness System
Oxygen-Pro is a continuous fresh scent and odour control 
system that is reliable, effective, safe and eco-friendly. Oxy-Gen 
Powered is the only technology that delivers fragrance into the air 
continuously, consistently and accurately, and is available with two 
choices of fragrances.

105001 Dispenser 1 104993 Dispenser 6
104994 Cartridge Glow. Spa. Neutra-lox 6

Coming soon
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Odour 
control

Long
lasting

InnovationEco-
friendly

Recycled
Plastic

Odour
control

Lasts up to
30 days

75%

15L Recycled 
Professional Bucket & 
Wringer
A sturdy eco bucket made from 97% recycled plastic with 
a high profile clip on wringer to reduce spillage. Designed 
for larger socket mops, the bucket is printed with ‘Caution 
wet floor’ on two sides and graduation marks. 

102946 15L 23x34x35cm 10

Hardwearing Colour 
coded

15 litres

15l97%

Recycled
Plastic

75%

Recycled
plastic

50%

Made in
the UK

Anti-slip

Hardwearing 14 litresRecycled
Plastic

70% 14l

Colour 
coded



What does FSC® mean to you? 

Look for FSC® 
Certified Products

Sustainable High 
performance

FSC® BROOMS

When we made the decision to sell a range of wooden brushware that’s made from sustainable sources, we felt that the 
best way we could achieve this was by supplying products certified by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC®), which helps 
take care of forests and the people and wildlife who call them home.

FSC stands for ‘Forest Stewardship Council’. They are an international non-profit organisation dedicated to promoting 
responsible forestry. FSC certifies forests all over the world to ensure they meet the highest environmental and social 
standards.

Products made with wood and paper from FSC forests are marked with the ‘tick tree’ logo. When you see this logo, you 
can be confident that buying it won’t mean harming the world’s forests.

Forests are inspected and certified against strict standards based on FSC’s 10 Principles of Forest Stewardship. These 
inspections are undertaken by independent organisations, such as the Soil Association, that are accredited by the FSC. 
In order to be given FSC certification a forest must be managed in an environmentally appropriate, socially beneficial and 
economically viable manner.

This is what makes the FSC system unique and ensures that a forest is well-managed from the protection of indigenous 
people’s rights to the methods of felling trees. Forests that meet these strict standards are given FSC certification and the 
timber is allowed to carry the FSC label.

In addition to forest certification, the FSC system includes a certified chain of custody that tracks the timber through 
every stage in the supply chain from the forest to the final user.

For Robert Scott products, this includes our wooden range of brushware including brooms and hand brushes.

Wooden Brooms
A good quality range of sturdy larger broom heads with soft coco fibre or stiff bassine bristles. Also available with metal handle stay for 
added support. Ideal for outdoor or more heavy-duty sweeping tasks. Can be ordered complete with handle in a choice of lengths. FSC® 
certified.

102864 Wooden Broom Soft Bristles & 47” Handle 10” 1
102871 Round Yard Broom Stiff Bristles & 59” Handle 13” 1
102973 Flat Broom Stiff Bristles & Push Fit Socket 11.5” 12

102887 Platform Broom Stiff Bristles, Metal Stay & 59” 
Handle 24” 1

(Other sizes are available)
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Look for FSC® 
Certified Products

Sustainable High 
performance

Wooden Hand Brushes
FSC® certified wooden hand sweeping and scrubbing brush made from sustainable sources. The sweeping brush is available with soft 
coco fibre or stiff bassine bristles.

102968 Scrubbing Brush 8.5” 24
102966 Hand Sweeping Brush Stiff Bristles 11” 24
102967 Hand Sweeping Brush Soft Bristles 11” 24

(Other sizes are available)
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What is Toucan Eco?
Toucan Eco, a multipurpose chemical-free solution, has 
become one of the first cleaning product of its kind in the 
UK to receive both EN 14476 and EN 16777 certification, 
proving its virucidal efficacy to kill up to 99.999% of germs.

EN 14476 – the more widely known certification – is a 
suspension test where the efficacy of the solution is tested 
in vitro. EN 16777, which is a certified surface test, proves 
that this efficacy can be applied in the real world of surface 
disinfecting and other cleaning processes.

As well as the latest virucidal tests, biotech founder 
Centrego Ltd has already had the solution certified to EN 
1276 and EN 13697 standards for bacterial efficacy. It is 
also registered as an EU Biocide for disinfectant use by the 
European Chemicals Agency (ECHA). As it’s made at a low 
concentration and gentle pH, it’s also food-safe, non-toxic 
and hypoallergenic, avoiding skin irritation and breathing 
difficulties for users.

The solution comprises tap water and salt which is 
electrolysed to break up and recombine the naturally 
occurring elements of water (H20) and salt (NaCl) 
to produce hypochlorous acid (HOCI), an effective 
disinfectant, and sodium hypochlorite (NAOCI) at a 
concentration and pH that acts a gentle cleaner.

Trusted by:

Toucan Eco becomes first 
hypochlorous disinfectant 
to receive double 
certification against germs

Toucan Eco is a sustainable and chemical-free disinfectant 
and cleaning system for businesses which removes 
the need for 80% of chemical cleaning products while 
significantly reducing single use plastic bottles and cutting 
costs for a business.

Toucan Eco helps the Restaurant 
Group gain highest sustainable 
restaurant rating

The Restaurant Group (TRG) is one of the UK’s biggest 
hospitality groups with a portfolio of over 400 restaurants 
and pubs including Wagamama, Frankie & Benny’s, 
Chiquito and Brunning & Price.

Over the last couple of years, they have rolled out Toucan 
Eco as part of a spray and wipe cleaning method on 
worktops, tables and chairs. By replacing 11 different 
chemicals, this has saved TRG 2.7 tonnes of plastic 
packaging and 35,000 tonnes of chemicals across 210 
sites, and contributed towards their 3-star rating with the 
Sustainable Restaurant Association. 
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Toucan Eco Worktop  
Designed for cleaning smaller workplaces. 
It makes one litre of eco-friendly and 
multipurpose antibacterial cleaner in 
five minutes. The kit includes the 1 litre 
activation unit, measuring spoon, mixing 
rod, spray bottle and salt.

104004 1L 1

Toucan Eco Active  
Suitable for small to medium-sized 
facilities, and produces 10 litres of solution 
in around 15 minutes. The system includes 
a generator, 10 litre tank, brine salt 
dispenser, discharge tap and shelf. 

104540 10L 1

Toucan Eco Flow  
Suitable for large facilities. Automated to 
produce a constant flow of disinfectant 
cleaner. It can also be configured for 
cleaning and disinfecting solutions. 
Includes a touch screen unit, holding 
tanks, high volume dispensing nozzle for 
buckets and scrubber dryers, low-volume 
nozzle for spray bottles, and marine grade 
stainless steel frame and castors.

104292 400L 1

Centrego Renew
Designed for small workplaces and 
cleaning on the go, the Renew makes two 
litres of normal or double strength solution 
in four or eight minutes. Includes the jug 
and activation base, atomiser spray bottle 
and spoon.

104977 2L 1

Toucan Eco Active Plus 
Suitable for medium sized facilities and 
one activation, which takes around 40 
minutes, produces 20 litres of antibacterial 
cleaner, which can be poured into bottles 
or buckets using either of the dilution 
dispensers. Includes a generator, 5 litre 
tank, brine salt dispenser, discharge tap 
and shelf.

104541 20L 1

Toucan Eco eSpray
The domestic eSpray model makes 330ml 
of the powerful, safe and eco-friendly 
disinfectant cleaner in 5 minutes. The kit 
includes the eSpray, measuring spoon and 
funnel, USB cable and user guide.

104744 350ml 1

Chemical 
free

1 litre
Capacity

1l

Reduces
plastic waste

Chemical 
free

20 litre
Capacity

20l

Reduces
plastic waste

Chemical 
free

400 litre
Capacity

400l

Reduces 
plastic waste

Chemical 
free

350ml
capacity

350
ml

Reduces
plastic waste

Chemical 
free

10 litre
Capacity

10l

Reduces
plastic waste

TOUCAN ECO

2 litre
Capacity

2l

Chemical 
free

Reduces
plastic waste
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We are committed to British manufacturing.

Robert Scott & Sons Ltd
Oak View Mills
Manchester Road
Greenfield
Oldham
OL3 7HG

T: 01457 819400
E: info@robert-scott.co.uk

robert-scott.co.uk

Like us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter, 
LinkedIn, Instagram and Youtube.


